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Introduction

This diploma thesis covers the design and construction of a new time-of-flight (ToF)
detector to be used in high energy physics. The main emphasis is on a simulation of
the optical part of the detector and the comparison of these simulations with the real
data acquired at the September 2015 AFP Test Beam measurements. For most of the
analysis, the ROOT framework1 will be used.

Motivation for time-of-flight detector construction

Figure 1: Scheme of the AFP stations placement. Credit: [1].

Our effort to construct a time-of-flight detector is motivated by the needs of the new
AFP (ATLAS Forward Proton) detector [1], which is currently being developed for use
in the ATLAS forward region. The AFP detector is designed to detect protons that
went through inelastic scattering and therefore lost some of their original energy. This
will allow to have a complete information about some scattering processes, where only
the products in the ATLAS central detector were previously available. Some scattering
processes can be measured with the already present ALFA detector, like the exclusive
pion production pp → pp π+π− [2], but the main focus of the ALFA detector is on
elastic events and the kinematic area covered is not sufficient for many processes where

1See https://root.cern.ch/.
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the energy the protons lose is higher. More details on processes constituting the main
AFP physics programme can be found in [1].

An important thing to consider regarding the placement of the AFP stations is that
there are several LHC magnets (dipoles and quadrupoles) between their positions and
the IP. Due to their energy loss, the trajectory of the surviving protons is influenced
more by the magnets of the LHC and they diverge from the beam [3]. The AFP
detector is therefore placed on both outgoing sides in the forward region very close to
the beam, where it can cover kinematic area that is of interest. The placement of the
AFP stations on one of the sides is described by Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Vertex x-z and y-z distributions in the ATLAS detector during the LHC
fill 3351. The prolonged beam spot shape along the z axis (aligned with the beamline)
is clearly visible. Credit: [4].

The ToF detector is needed due to the pileup in high luminosity LHC runs for
which the AFP detector was designed. When there are multiple collisions within one
bunch crossing (in-time pileup), there is a possibility that protons from two unrelated
collisions detected by the AFP would imitate products of a single collision. Out-of-
time pileup (collisions from subsequent bunch crossings) could be in some situations
discerned by the AFP tracker time resolution alone, but the ToF detector helps with
these too. Still, the in-time pileup is of the main concern. The beam spot2 is very
small in the transverse plane, but quite long (∼ 40− 50 mm) along the beam axis [5].
The beam spot shape is shown in Figure 2, an example of a pileup situation can be
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: An example of the in-time pileup with 25 reconstructed vertices. The figure
shows area ∼ 6 cm across. Credit: ATLAS Collaboration.

2The area, where collisions occur.
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The vertex position in the transverse plane from which given proton is coming
cannot be determined due to a very long lever arm with respect to the AFP tracker. It
is therefore useful to know the position of the vertex from which the proton originated
along the beam axis. It is possible to determine this by measuring the time at which the
protons arrive to the AFP stations, as all protons travel very close to the speed of light.
However, this approach requires very high timing precision. The target precision of the
ToF detector in question is 10 ps, which translates to ∼ 1.5 mm of spatial resolution.
This information about the collision vertex position can then be matched with an
appropriate vertex detected by the ATLAS central detector.
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Chapter 1

The theory of Cherenkov radiation
and light propagation in a medium

The Cherenkov radiation is a pivotal phenomenon for the ToF detector. It is the source
of the optical signal, which is used for the precise timing measurements carried out by
the detector.

1.1 The origin of Cherenkov radiation

The Cherenkov radiation is emitted by highly relativistic particles which enter a medium,
where the speed of light is smaller than the speed of the particle itself. In homogeneous
isotropic materials, photons are emitted at any given point in a cone facing forward,
symmetry axis of the cone is equivalent to the particle direction. The angle of the
cone as well as the distribution of the Cherenkov radiation wavelengths are determined
by the particle speed and the refractive index of the medium for given photon wave-
length. As the particle passes through the medium, a shockwave-like expanding cone
of photons is created behind it.

Figure 1.1: A Cherenkov radiation cone created by a passing particle (red).

When the condition c/n < vp < c is met, the Cherenkov radiation as illustrated in
Figure 1.1 is emitted in a cone with the angle θ given by Equation 1.1, where vp is the
speed of the particle, n is the index of refraction for given photon wavelength and c is
the speed of light in vacuum [6]:
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cos θ =
c

nvp
. (1.1)

However, to determine the angle θ, we need to know the wavelength of the photon
first. The relation describing energy emitted per length the particle travelled through
the medium at given frequency ω can be derived from the Frank–Tamm formula as
shown in Equation 1.2, where µ is the permeability of the medium:

dE

dx
=
q2

4π

∫
vp>

c
n(ω)

µ(ω)ω

(
1− c2

v2pn
2(ω)

)
dω . (1.2)

Based on Equation 1.2 we can see that higher frequencies, hence shorter wave-
lengths, are more pronounced. It turns out most of the Cherenkov radiation is in the
ultraviolet spectrum. But only those wavelengths are emitted for which the velocity in
the medium is less than that of the particle.

The Cherenkov radiation is by nature highly linearly polarized. The polarization
vector depends on the position on the Cherenkov cone and always lies in the plane de-
fined by the particle and photon propagation directions [7]. Therefore the polarization
vector for photons in Figure 1.1 is parallel to the gray line depicting the expanding
cone of photons.

1.2 Cherenkov light propagation in a medium via

internal reflection

The total reflection is a crucial mechanism for the light propagation within the ToF
optical part, as will be described further in section 2.4. The critical angle ϕc for total
reflection can be derived from the Snell’s law (Equation 1.3) by fixing the angle of
transmission ϕt to 90◦ and finding the corresponding angle of incidence ϕi = ϕc:

n1 sinϕi = n2 sinϕt , (1.3)

ϕc = arcsin
n2

n1

. (1.4)

For any angle of incidence ϕi ≥ ϕc, where the critical angle ϕc is given by Equation 1.4,
total internal reflection will occur. It is obvious that total reflection can occur only
when the photon is travelling through a medium with index of refraction n1 larger than
the index of refraction n2 corresponding to the medium beyond the boundary.

However, some photons don’t reach the critical angle for the total reflection and
then propagate through imperfect internal reflections or leave the medium. The re-
flection/transmission ratio for this reflection mechanism heavily depends on the po-
larization of the photons, as is described by Fresnel equations. By incorporating the
Snell’s law, those can be simplified [8], giving Equation 1.5 for the reflectivity of the
p-polarized photons (parallel to the plane of incidence) and Equation 1.6 for reflectivity
of the s-polarized photons (perpendicular to the plane of incidence).

rp = −tan(ϕi − ϕt)

tan(ϕi + ϕt)
, (1.5)

rs = −sin(ϕi − ϕt)

sin(ϕi + ϕt)
. (1.6)
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Chapter 2

Description of the ToF detector

While the ToF detector is developed for the AFP project, it is designed to be a stan-
dalone detector with many possible use-cases. However, the integration with the AFP
tracker will be briefly discussed.

2.1 The AFP Roman Pots

The position of the AFP detector stations can be seen in Figure 1, see Introduction.
The AFP detector uses the so-called Roman Pot (RP) containers to store the detection
hardware. This poses serious spatial constraints, as the detector has to fit into the
cylindric space available. A previous proposal to use an alternative approach with
the so-called Hamburg beampipe, which would provide considerably more space, was
rejected.

Figure 2.1: The AFP Roman Pot. Credit: [1].

There are two AFP Roman Pots on each side of the ATLAS IP, however only one
of them on each side is fitted with a ToF detector. The ToF detector is always in the
RP further from the IP. This is due to particle showers that could be caused by the
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added material, which would influence the performance of the tracker in the other pot.
On the contrary, the silicon tracker is present in all AFP stations. An AFP Roman Pot
scheme with both the tracker and the ToF detector installed is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2 The AFP tracker

The AFP tracker comprises of four layers of 3D silicon pixel tracker FE-I4 modules [1].
Each module has pixel dimensions of 50µm in the horizontal and 250µm in the vertical
direction. In order to improve horizontal resolution as well as the hit efficiency, the
modules are installed with a slight tilt of 14◦ around the vertical axis. The resolution
in the vertical plane is improved by ∼ 60µm staggering of the modules.

2.3 Overview of the ToF detector

As was mentioned earlier, the ToF detector is just one part of the AFP project, but
it can also act as a standalone detector. The chain of the ToF signal gathering and
processing apparatus is discussed in this section.

A block scheme of the ToF detector main parts is in Figure 2.2. The optical part
consists of fused silica bars, where the Cherenkov radiation is generated by passing
particles, and a photomultiplier (MCP-PMT). The response of the photomultiplier is
then amplified by two stages of pre-amplifiers and processed by the constant fraction
discriminator (CFD), to be fed to the clock (HPTDC) to determine the time with high
precision. This digital information is then used by the data acquisition system (RCE).
More detailed description of the individual parts follows.

Figure 2.2: ToF detector block scheme.

Optical part

The optical part of the ToF detector is made of the fused silica material, where the
Cherenkov radiation is generated by passing particles and guided towards the photo-
multiplier. The photomultiplier used is the miniPLANACON XPM85112 MCP-PMT
(multi-channel plate photomultiplier) with 10µm pore size, manufactured by Photonis
[9]. More in-depth description of the optical part follows in section 2.4.
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Amplifiers

There are two pre-amplifier stages, denoted PAa and PAb. The first pre-amplifier also
acts as a current to voltage converter, being connected directly to the back of the
MCP-PMT to minimize losses and potential noise. Each stage has a 20 dB gain (10×
gain in voltage). The output saturation level is about 2.5 V for PAa and 2 V for PAb,
therefore only PAb saturation has to be taken into account. The PMT high voltage
has to be set accordingly in order to prevent saturation, which would affect the CFD
timing performance.

Constant fraction discriminator

The CFD (Constant fraction discriminator) board is a crucial element for a precision
timing. It splits the amplified PMT signal and compares an attenuated version to a
delayed version of the same original input signal. Whenever these two intersect, that
is the trigger point, as described by Figure 2.3. This technique significantly reduces
influence of the input signal amplitude on the trigger point, provided the signal shape
does not vary.

Input signal Attenuated

Delayed

Trigger point

Figure 2.3: CFD triggering mechanism.

HPTDC

HPTDC stands for High-Performance Time-to-Digital Converter. It is the means of
converting the CFD trigger signal to a precise timing information. It operates by
running a 25 ns loop of 1024 clock ticks, yielding a 24.4 ps resolution per tick. The
output is the information about which tick coincided with the trigger signal.

An improved new version of the HPTDC board with 3 ps resolution may be available
in the near future, further enhancing the overall detector timing performance.

RCE

RCE is the Reconfigurable Cluster Elements system. It is employed as the data ac-
quisition system for the AFP detector, storing data in the ROOT data format. More
information regarding the RCE system can be found in [10].
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2.4 Optical part of the ToF detector

The optical part of the ToF detector consists of 16 fused silica bars in a 4× 4 pattern,
reflecting the layout of the channels on the MCP-PMT. Their assembly can be seen
in Figure 2.4. The bars are meant to generate a Cherenkov radiation signal when a
particle passes through and guide it to the photomultiplier channels. While 60 % of
the signal is generated by photons travelling directly, total reflection within the bars is
crucial to ensure that strong enough signal reaches the photomultiplier. The imperfect
internal reflection may also play some minor role, as discussed in section 1.2.

Figure 2.4: ToF detector optical part scheme. The arrow marks a particle which
generates the Cherenkov radiation.

Due to the spatial constraints imposed by the Roman Pot, the bars are glued
together from two parts in a 90◦ angle to form an L shape, called the LQBar [11]. The
part of the bars that is meant to emit the Cherenkov radiation is called the radiator, the
other part leading to the MCP-PMT is called the light guide. The radiator is angled
at the Cherenkov angle of 48◦ with respect to the expected particle direction. This
means that a part of the optical signal travels through the LQBar in a direct way with
minimal number of reflections. In the joint, there is a surface with aluminium coating,
forming a mirror angled at 45◦. This mirror is present in order to reflect Cherenkov
photons that could escape by not fulfilling the total reflection criteria on that surface.
However, the reflective capabilities of this mirror (∼ 90%) are considerably worse than
that of the total reflection process. Another limiting factor is the glue (Epotek 305)
holding the bar parts together, as it’s spectral transmittance cuts off some shorter
wavelengths, which would otherwise be a useful signal. This could be mitigated by
using the optical contact bonding method, which will be evaluated in the near future.

The row of bars in the direction of the detected particle is called a train. In the
ideal case, when a particle passes through the detector, all bars in a single train are
hit and produce a signal. Thanks to the 48◦ angle of the radiator part, the Cherenkov
photons at the most common wavelengths 200−400 nm [11] reach the PMT at the same
time in all bars. This enables us to use these as separate measurements. Signal from
each bar is processed separately (by the described electronics chain), which allows for
better resolution provided the signals from bars in a train are not correlated, or only
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slightly. An analysis of this potential correlation is one of the major topics covered.
The less crosstalk induced correlation between the bars in a train, the closer will the
overall performance get to the theoretical resolution improvement by the factor 1√

n
for

n uncorrelated bars. Therefore if no correlation is present at all with four bars per
train, we would obtain double the resolution compared to a single bar.

The first train (one closest to the beam) is modified by adding a taper behind the
mirror. This means the radiator is thinner, which is useful, because this area will be
exposed to more radiation than the bars further from the beam. The taper also helps
to collect more optical signal, which would otherwise escape the bar. More insight
on the effects of the taper is given in section 3.3, where results of the simulation are
discussed. In the future, the taper might be used on more trains than just the first
one.

2.5 The Test Beam setup

The setup used for the Test Beam measurements differed from the above AFP and
ToF design. Only a preliminary prototype was used, also the orientation in the plane
transverse to the beam differed. While for the final Roman Pot installation the radiator
part will be vertical with the PMT to the side (Figure 2.1), here it was horizontal with
the PMT below for easy installation and manipulation with the bars.

Description of the measuring equipment layout

In the Test Beam measurements to be evaluated, only two bars per train are present.
This still allows for an evaluation of the crosstalk between the bars in a train, with the
added advantage that the missing bars will not influence the two bars by their potential
crosstalk, allowing for easier analysis of the actual magnitude of the crosstalk between
the bars. However, the final detector resolution cannot be determined with this setup.
Some estimate could be extrapolated from the resolution measured this way, but it is
expected that the bars further from each other would suffer much less crosstalk and
correlation than neighbouring ones. This expectation is also put under test based on
the results of the measurements, where there was a gap between the bars caused by
leaving one empty PMT channel between them.

Figure 2.5: The testbeam setup block scheme. Credit: [12].
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Figure 2.6: The Test Beam setup. Credit: [12].

The basic Test Beam setup is described by Figure 2.5, the physical layout can be
seen in Figure 2.6 together with the coordinate system used. After four AFP tracker
plates, there is the ToF detector, followed by another tracker plate and a SiPM (silicon
photomultiplier, an avalanche photodiode). The SiPM acted as a trigger, picking only
those pions that passed through a 3 cm long fused silica bar in front of the SiPM,
covering a square area of 3 × 3 mm in the transverse plane. The triggering SiPM
detected Cherenkov radiation from the bar, producing a strong signal due to the bar
length enabling more radiation to hit the detector. The advantage of this trigger is
that we can choose the measured area according to our needs, for example to analyse
behaviour when different parts of the bar are hit.

Figure 2.7: The oscilloscope measurements setup block scheme.

The ToF data were acquired in two modes – one with the CFD in place followed
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by HPTDC and RCE as is planned for the final detector (focus on the timing analysis)
and one without the CFD, instead with an oscilloscope connected to the PAb output
(raw data, focus on signal amplitude and correlation analysis). The analysis of the data
from the measurements with the oscilloscope is the main focus of this thesis. A block
scheme of the oscilloscope measurements is shown in Figure 2.7. The oscilloscope used
was a LeCroy SDA760Zi.

The beam parameters

The Test Beam measurements took place at the H6 beamline in the SPS North Area
(located within the CERN Prévessin site). Protons accelerated by the SPS accelerator
were dumped to a target and a pion beam was then filtered from the products.

The beam was delivered in the form of periodic spills1, each lasting for about 5 s.
An example of the SPS supercycle profile is shown in Figure 2.8. The beam in the H6
beamline consists of pions (π−) with the energy of about 120 GeV. Slight variations
of the energy should not impact the measurements taken. The beam is debunched,
producing a steady stream of particles instead of the usual bunch structure. The
beam intensity is low, ensuring almost no pileup. The beam transverse dimension can
somewhat change over time, but is usually many cm across, covering all the LQBars
at once.

Figure 2.8: Example of the the SPS supercycle monitor. The white line represents
the current through the SPS magnets (proportional to beam energy), the coloured line
represents the beam intensity. The spill duration is marked in red, lasting about 5 s.

The SPS supercycle accommodates also some other users than the test area, for
example the LHC filling (in the middle of the supercycle in Figure 2.8) and the machine
development. This means a spill was mostly available once per supercycle, depending
on its current length (usually 35 − 40 s). The time devoted to preparing and spilling
the beam for the test area is roughly the first quarter of the supercycle as seen in
Figure 2.8.

1A spill is the time period, during which the beam is being gradually dumped from the SPS to the
target, producing the pion beam entering the test area.
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Chapter 3

Data processing and comparison
with simulation

Only the raw data containing the PMT response waveforms gathered by the oscilloscope
are the subject of the analysis in this thesis.

3.1 Data preprocessing

The raw unprocessed data contain the PMT responses for all events. An example can
be seen in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: PMT responses from 400000 events laid over. A typical response peak
shape with an afterpulse is clearly visible.

The raw data first got preprocessed. The amplitude of the signal, peak and edge
time, edge slope and signal integral were determined, while filtering only those with a
signal present at all (umin < −50 mV) by setting a validity flag. This information was
stored in the form of a root file containing the data in the form of an n-tuple structure.
The analysis was carried out almost exclusively on this preprocessed data, using the
ROOT framework.
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3.2 Description of the measurement scenarios

The measurements evaluated include a few different scenarios. Those scenarios will be
referred to by their numbers within the ELOG system that was used for logging details
about the individual measurements. There are also two different physical configura-
tions, with the LQBars installed on different PMT channels.

There were many more measurements taken than those evaluated in this thesis,
some of a technical nature (like beam alignment or tuning of the CFD threshold),
some other for testing different bar designs that were rejected and many measurements
with CFD, not the oscilloscope directly connected to the second pre-amplifier PAb.
Those other measurements are not the subject of the analysis here.

LQBar naming convention

The individual trains are labelled by numbers 1-4. The bars constituting a train are
labelled by letters A and B, where A is the bar that gets hit by a particle first. Therefore
by combining these two, each bar can be assigned a name, eg. the first train consists
of bars “1A” and “1B”.

Oscilloscope channel mapping notation

Due to the limitation of the maximum number of active channels to four, not all bars
could be measured at once. However, the oscilloscope offered an “upper” and “lower”
input for each channel, allowing switching between them. The measurements on the
enclosed CD are labelled “uuuu” and “llll” when all the upper or lower channels were
used, or “AAAA” and “BBBB” when all the channels mapped to the first (A) or the
second (B) bars were used. The train number refers to the train, which was being
targeted by the triggering SiPM. The channel mapping is in Table 3.1.

Channel Ch 1 Ch 2 Ch 3 Ch 4

u 1A 1B 2A 2B
l 3B 3A 4B 4A

Table 3.1: Channel mapping for the oscilloscope upper and lower channels.

Configuration 1

The configuration 1 (CFG1) is the measurement scenario, where the bar placement on
the PMT channels is according to Figure 3.2. Each bar is placed on the channel for
which it was designed, occupying the two middle columns of channels on the MCP-
PMT. The top view is in Figure 3.3.
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empty 1A 1B empty

empty 2A 2B empty

empty 3A 3B empty

empty 4A 4B empty

Figure 3.2: The LQBar map-
ping on the PMT channels with
configuration 1, as seen from the
back of the MCP-PMT.

Figure 3.3: A top view of the LQBars in the
configuration 1 with the PMT in the background.
The beam is coming from the right in the direc-
tion of the z axis.

The configuration 1 will be used for the evaluation of the crosstalk between the
neighbouring bars and their correlation, as it is a subset of the detector design.

LOG16

LOG16 measurements were focused on evaluating all the bars with many different
combinations being acquired, resulting in one or two channels with an actual signal.
More than two channels with a signal cannot be obtained, because there are only two
bars per train. These measurements will be useful for evaluating possible crosstalk
between the bars in a train as well as between the neighbouring trains.

Figure 3.4: A top view of the LQBars in the configuration 1 with the SiPM x position
explained.

LOG17

LOG17 measurements were the x-scan measurements, meaning that multiple different
positions along the LQBar radiator were targeted by the trigger position. This allows
for the evaluation of the influence the hit position has on the signal strength and optical
crosstalk. The x-scan was performed by moving the triggering SiPM, as described in
Figure 3.4. A position described as the “edge” position refers to the edge of the SiPM
aligned with the edge of the LQbars, or x = 0 mm.
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The overall setup was the same as in case of LOG16, allowing for the edge and
5 mm positions to be omitted in the scan. When evaluating the LOG17 data, these
measurements will be filled in from the LOG16 data.

Configuration 2

The configuration 2 (CFG2) is the measurement scenario, where the bar layout on the
PMT channels is according to Figure 3.5. The “A” bars are in their corresponding
channels, while the “B” bars are moved one channel further, creating a gap. Because
these bars were not designed for this position, their edge is overlapping, as can be
seen in Figure 3.6. In the configuration 2, the “edge” position refers to the SiPM edge
aligned with the edge of the first bar, while “edge1” means the SiPM is aligned with
the edge of the overlapping second bar, resulting in no signal in the first bar.

empty 1A empty 1B

empty 2A empty 2B

empty 3A empty 3B

empty 4A empty 4B

Figure 3.5: The LQBar map-
ping on the PMT channels with
configuration 2, as seen from the
back of the MCP-PMT.

Figure 3.6: A top view of the LQBars in the
configuration 2 with the PMT in the background.
The beam is coming from the right in the direc-
tion of the z axis.

LOG24

The LOG24 measurements were performed in the configuration 2, but otherwise are
the same as the LOG16 measurements, allowing a direct comparison. However, only
the “uuuu” and “llll” combinations were measured.

LOG25

LOG25 is a PMT high voltage scan performed on the train 2. Only the train 2 on the
edge position was measured.

LOG57

For the LOG57 measurements, an optical grease was applied between the LQBar end
and the MCP-PMT. It allows for an evaluation of the effect the grease might have on
the detector performance. All trains were measured with the SiPM on the edge and in
the 5 mm position.
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3.3 Simulation of the ToF bars in Geant4

The Geant4 framework is a toolkit for creating simulations of particles passing through
a matter and their interactions. It operates by tracking the individual particles through
the defined volumes of matter, in this case the LQBars. It is used here to perform Monte
Carlo (MC) studies with high statistics or to inspect individual events.

A contribution to the development of the ToF optical part simulation was made,
especially regarding output of data that proved to be necessary when analysing the
results, and also minor bugfixing. However, most of the work with the simulation is
simply running it with various configurations and working on the analysis of the results,
not the development of the Geant4-based simulation itself. The focus is mostly on the
simulation of the configurations used on the Test Beam. This means only 2 bars per
train were present in the simulation.

The simulation used [11] is incapable of simulating the configuration 2 fully (the
edge of the B bars would be cut to be aligned with the A bar), therefore only configu-
ration 1 will be studied. All simulations except the x-scan were done with x = 5mm.

3.3.1 Visualization of Cherenkov photon tracks

Some conclusions can be made by simply observing the visualization of the simulation
output. An example of such visualization is in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: A visualization of a single particle (green) passing through two LQBars
in a single train (blue). On the left, the Cherenkov photons are shown as orange lines.
On the right, a subset of Cherenkov photons is shown (black) with a single photon
track highlighted. The visual representation was created using the software “Blender”.

On the left part of Figure 3.7, areas where a lot of Cherenkov radiation is escaping
are clearly visible. It is important to note that no photons are escaping from the sides
of the radiator (except for a few reflected near the ankle), as all of them fulfil the total
reflection criteria on these surfaces. However, a lot of radiation is escaping near the
point where the particle is leaving the last bar and many more near the ankle. Here it is
important to realize that there are thee scenarios any photon can follow when reaching
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the ankle, as is shown in Figure 3.8. The red path is a standard photon reflecting from
the mirror, most photons (∼ 60 %) follow this scenario.

The green path is a photon that passes through the ankle without being reflected
by the mirror, which usually means a low angle of incidence on the next reflection, with
the total reflection criteria not fulfilled – these are the photons escaping just after the
mirror. In case of a bar with a taper, many of these are gathered by reflection from
the angled taper surface.

The blue path is a photon, which is reflected back to the radiator, also quite often
leaving the bar. In case it stays within the bar, it will not influence the time measure-
ment, as it cannot reach the PMT soon enough to have any effect. If it leaves the bar,
it could enter the bar of the next train causing unwanted crosstalk, but the aluminium
mirror on the neighbouring bar prevents that.

Figure 3.8: Three possible photon path scenarios near the LQBar ankle.

The photons leaving the bar near the back end of the radiator can be explained
by Figure 3.9. This is the part of the Cherenkov cone which impacts the bar surface
almost perpendicularly, leaving the bar. However, if another bar is present in the train,
it can gather some of these photons by reflecting them from the edge. This optical
crosstalk enhances the signal in the second bar, but we argue that it does not cause
any correlation between the bars, the reason being each Cherenkov photon generation
is an independent random event, so it is not important in which bar it is generated.

Figure 3.9 also suggests that if the particle is passing very close to the edge, the
photons that would otherwise leave the bar get reflected and enhance the signal in this
bar. As the passing particle gets further along x, this advantage is translated to the
next bar or lost altogether. Therefore we predict a significant raw signal amplitude
dependence on the x position of the particle. This is tested by analysing the simulation
results as well as the measured data analysis.

Another expected effect is the influence of the x position on the time measurement.
One reason is that for a higher x the photons need to travel a shorter distance, which
is only partially compensated by the particle reaching the bar later. Another reason
is the aforementioned reflection and gathering of photons that would otherwise leave
the bar, as they reach the PMT later. In the AFP detector, these two effects will
have to be countered by finding a corresponding track in the tracker and correcting
for the position accordingly. In the Test Beam measurements, this is unnecessary, as
the triggering area is small enough and constraints the x particle position into a 3 mm
range.
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Figure 3.9: A visualization of a single particle (green) passing through two LQBars
(with transparency) in a single train. The red ellipses mark the area where a lot of
Cherenkov radiation is escaping the bar.

3.3.2 Dependence of timing on the x position

The dependence of timing on the x position of the particle passing through the detector
can be easily shown by accumulating a histogram of the times, when the very first
photon impacts the PMT. As Figure 3.10 shows, for particles further from the LQBar
edge (larger x) the signal reaches the PMT sooner, as expected. The dependence is
linear with roughly 4 ps/mm. The x positions used are the same as those available in
the x-scan Test Beam measurements.

Figure 3.10: Dependence of the time the first photon reaches the PMT on the x
position of the particle. Times are relative to the trigger in the simulation, placed in
front of the bars. The yellow filled histogram is the sum. MC simulation.
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3.3.3 Dependence of the amplitude on the x position

The amplitude of the signal is expected to be proportional to the number of photoelec-
trons Npe created by the PMT photocathode. The simulation implements the PMT
collective efficiency, enabling the number of photoelectrons to be determined.
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Figure 3.11: Dependence of Npe on the x position. For each x position, the Npe is
averaged over 5000 events. The x positions are of the center of the SiPM triggering
area (edge position +1.5 mm). MC simulation.

Figure 3.11 shows the dependence of the mean number of photoelectrons Npe on the
x position of the center of the triggering area. For the first bar, Npe quickly drops with
increasing x to a lower level, where it stays from about x = 5 mm. This is the position,
where no more photons are reflected from the edge. On the other hand, the Npe decay
for the second bar is much slower, as it is partially compensated by the photons from
the first bar. At 8 mm (or 9.5 mm for the center), the PMT produces almost the same
number of photoelectrons for both bars, while the first bar remains very slightly lower
due to the longer path the photons have to travel, hence more absorption can take
place.

3.3.4 Dependence of the optical crosstalk on the x position

As already discussed, the magnitude of the optical crosstalk between the bars heavily
depends on the distance of the particle from the bar edge. Figure 3.12 shows the
percentage of photons originating from the first bar that produced a signal in the
second bar’s PMT channel.

The fit in Figure 3.12 shows that the maximum volume of optical crosstalk occurs
for particles passing 4.3 mm from the bar edge, peaking at 28 %. At 9.5 mm, no more
photons from the first bar get captured by the second one. However, if a third bar was
present, the crosstalk percentage would be close to the peak for it here.

The optical crosstalk is explained by the mechanism described by Figure 3.9 on
page 27. In the opposite direction (from bar B to bar A), the optical crosstalk is
almost none (< 0.1 %, meaning much less than one photon per event). The optical
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Figure 3.12: Dependence of the optical crosstalk on the x position. The x positions
are of the center of the SiPM triggering area (edge position +1.5 mm). MC simulation.

crosstalk between neighbouring trains is virtually zero due to all photons fulfilling the
total reflection criteria on the sides of the radiator.

3.3.5 Time distribution of photons hitting the PMT

The distribution of photon hits in time is an important property of the ToF detector
optical part. In the ideal case, all photons would reach the PMT simultaneously. In
the reality however, they are spread due to various directions along the Cherenkov cone
and due to variability of wavelengths and corresponding indexes of refraction affecting
their speed (dispersion). The PMT response is greatly influenced by this distribution,
this in turn affects the timing resolution.

There are some important differences between the bars with a taper (the first train)
and those without it. The taper captures some photons that would otherwise escape
the bar, while also “speeding them up” by making their trajectory more direct. This
results in a slightly better timing resolution of the tapered train.

The time distribution of photon hits for the first train (with taper) is in Figure 3.13.
We can see that the crosstalk influence in the bar B comes into effect slightly later,
which is the same also for the second train in Figure 3.14. Compared to each other
however, the tapered train produces a smoother distribution.
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Figure 3.13: A single event cumulative photon count for the bars in the first train.
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Figure 3.14: A single event cumulative photon count for the bars in the second train.

The apparent gap in the untapered train is caused by the missing photons that the
taper gathers. The overall photon count is not too dramatically changed, but since the
fastest photons have the most influence on the timing resolution, the effect of the taper
is noticeable in the overall timing resolution. The taper forces the bar to be thinner,
therefore we cannot use it on all trains, otherwise the ToF detector would not cover
the whole tracker acceptance.
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3.4 Analysis of the Test Beam data

The data used for the analysis are the preprocessed raw data as discussed in section 3.1.
The raw PMT response can be seen in Figure 3.1 on page 21, it is a negative voltage
response.

Because the peak is negative, the strongest response of the PMT (the highest am-
plitude) is the lowest drop in voltage into the negative values, therefore the minimum.
The preprocessed data in the root file format contain for each event:

• validity flag idv (signal is valid, amplitude umin < −50 mV),

• edge time tp (the time, when the leading edge of the negative peak falls),

• edge slope esl (slope of the leading edge),

• signal amplitude pl (the signal peak voltage),

• peak time pt (time when peak occurred),

• signal integral a (area under the curve).

From these values, the amplitude is of the most concern, reflecting the optical signal
strength. This can be used to evaluate the signal strength dependence on the x position
or to compare the measurements with or without a grease applied. The correlation of
amplitudes of the bars in a train can be also used to determine whether a crosstalk
affecting the measurements is present. Peak or edge time could in principle be used to
evaluate the timing resolution, but it suffers from poor precision. The measurements
with CFD provide much better data for this purpose.

3.4.1 Cuts

There are multiple cuts that were used to clean up the data. The first obvious cut is
the idv validity flag, which gets rid of most of the empty triggers. After using only
this cut, the signal amplitude histograms were evaluated, an example is in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: A typical signal amplitude histogram. The tall peak on the left is the
underflow bin.
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Amplitude cuts

It is necessary to do two cuts on the amplitude: remove the first non-empty bin (the
underflow bin) and also cut off the pedestal on the right near zero. The pedestal is
the background noise. It’s position somewhat varies for different measurements, also
sometimes it is more pronounced than in some other measurements. Therefore a reli-
able method for pedestal position detection had to be devised. It works by first fitting
a Gaussian through the roughly estimated signal part and then adding a quadratic
pedestal fit. The resulting function shape is in Figure 3.16. The minimum between
the signal shape and the pedestal then serves as the basis for a cut, which is applied
at 5/6 of the distance between the fitted peak of the useful signal and the minimum.
Another useful information from this fit is the range, which will be used for a subse-
quent histogram fit. A missing signal detection is also done to prevent working with
noise only. The relevant code performing this fit is on the enclosed CD in the file
TB data/analysisCode/amplitudecutoff.cxx.

Figure 3.16: An example of an amplitude signal and the pedestal fit used to determine
the cut position.

Peak time cut

The peak time cut is necessary due to a second small peak in the peak time distribution.
This second peak as seen in Figure 3.17 is caused by the afterpulse visible in Figure 3.1
on page 21. Occasionally, this afterpulse can overshoot the primary pulse and be
evaluated by the preprocessing code instead of the primary pulse. The amplitude cut
already removed a significant portion of these events, as they are more likely to occur
when the amplitude is low.

These are obviously undesired events. The cut is based on the main peak fit and
applied at 4σ. After applying this cut, the amplitude histogram was affected slightly at
lower amplitudes, further confirming that the afterpulse overshoot is much more likely
at small amplitudes.
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Figure 3.17: Explanation of the peak time cut. The green ellipse marks the small
peak caused by the afterpulses. The gray histogram is before the amplitude cut.

Edge time cut

After these cuts, some noise still remains in the edge time histogram. This could
influence the correlation plots, so a cut is applied with the same logic as the peak time
cut – at 4σ based on the main peak fit.

Amplitude histogram after the cuts

The amplitude histogram typical appearance after these cuts were applied can be seen
in Figure 3.18. The original uncut histogram is shown in gray (it had to be rescaled due
to a finer binning, so it is only for reference). The cut pedestal and omitted underflow
bin are clearly visible, as well as the chosen fit range.
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Figure 3.18: A typical amplitude histogram after the cuts were applied. The gray
histogram is the original without cuts.
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Pedestal

A typical pedestal shape is shown in Figure 3.19. The pedestal counts quickly drop for
higher PMT responses (lower voltages), with almost no events below −0.2 V. Therefore
the influence on the amplitude histogram fit should be minimal.

Figure 3.19: A typical amplitude pedestal measured by a channel, for which there
was no trigger. The triggering area was aligned with a different train during this
measurement.

In theory the pedestal could be subtracted, but such approach would introduce
errors due to it’s variability. A static cut would affect some cases, where the amplitudes
are low and very close to the pedestal. This is the reason why the above described
approach for the amplitude cut position search was developed.

Amplitude correlation plot cut

The amplitude correlation plots were suffering from isolated events far from the core,
which could influence the overall correlation by having a long lever arm. A cut was
devised, killing all bins with less than 10 % of the maximum bin content. This way
only the core with many events is evaluated (Figure 3.20).
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of amplitude correlation plots before and after the cut.
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3.4.2 Analysis code

The analysis code performing the above mentioned cuts and producing histograms and
correlation plots is placed in the folder TB data/analysisCode on the enclosed CD.
It is accompanied by a Makefile producing an executable rawAnalysisTB and bash
scripts for easy execution of the analysis on the whole dataset.

The output of this analysis code is a PDF file with the histograms for all the avail-
able data and correlation plots if at least two channels contain a valid data (not only
pedestal). It also creates a text file amplitude.dat with the amplitudes determined by
fitting the amplitude histograms, thus giving the modus of each amplitude distribution.

3.4.3 Analysis of the LOG16 data

The complete analysis output of all LOG16 measurements can be found on the en-
closed CD in the folder TB data/LOG16, the text file TB data/Amplitudes LOG16.txt

contains the accumulated amplitude data for all LOG16 measurements.

Table 3.2: Amplitudes in all bars for the LOG16 measurements. The color intensity
is proportional to the amplitude value. All values are in [V].

All the LOG16 measurement results in Table 3.2 show that the second bar in a train
always receives significantly more optical signal, resulting in a stronger PMT response.
The increase as a percentage of the first bar’s amplitude is in Table 3.3.

measurements Train 1 Train 2 Train 3 Train 4
edge u,l 27 % 33 % 33 % 40 %
edge A,B 27 % 35 % 33 % 40 %
5mm u,l 40 % 53 % 48 % 55 %
5mm A,B 40 % 53 % 47 % 54 %

Table 3.3: Increase in amplitude of B bars compared to A bars

It is easy to notice certain discrepancies in Table 3.2. All edge measurements except
for train 4 exhibit significantly larger amplitudes during the A,B measurements than
during the u,l measurements. The measurements were done in this order:

1. edge, train1 → train4, uuuu/llll,

2. 5 mm, train1 → train4, uuuu/llll,

3. edge, train1 → train4, AAAA,

4. 5 mm, train1 → train4, AAAA,

5. edge, train1 → train4, BBBB,

6. 5 mm, train1 → train4, BBBB.
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Therefore we cannot explain this difference by any shift in time.
The measurement setup was exactly the same, except for one thing – the oscilloscope

voltage scale. The used voltage scales during LOG16 measurements are in Table 3.4.
Those equivalent measurements, where the voltage scale was unchanged, do not exhibit
any change in measured amplitudes in Table 3.2.

Table 3.4: Voltage scales used on the oscilloscope during the LOG16 measurements.
The green background marks those equivalent pairs of measurements, where the scale
was unchanged.

A direct comparison of the equivalent measurements is in Table 3.5. The difference
and the ratio are shown with the background color denoting the magnitude of the
discrepancies.

Table 3.5: Amplitude difference and ratios for equivalent measurements.

By comparing the two amplitude histograms from the equivalent measurements,
Figure 3.21 is obtained. One of the histograms (blue) is from the 130 mV/div measure-
ment, the other (red) from the 200 mV/div measurement. The differences are obvious.

Figure 3.21: Comparison of equivalent measurements for bar 2B on the edge.
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By rescaling the values filled into one of the histograms by the ratio of the ampli-
tudes determined from fit, it is possible to check whether the problem might be with
incorrect fitting. The resulting comparison is in Figure 3.22. The blue histogram on
the right contains values scaled up by 1.140. By doing this, the histograms nicely
overlap, proving that the discrepancy cannot originate from the amplitude histogram
fit.

Figure 3.22: Comparison of amplitude histograms for equivalent measurements of
bar 2B on edge. The filled values were rescaled on the right blue histogram.

The most likely explanation of the differences with changing oscilloscope scale is
miscalibration. Care needs to be taken to compare only those measurements, where
the used voltage scale of the oscilloscope remains the same, otherwise an appropriate
correction factor needs to be calculated and applied.

3.4.4 Analysis of the x-scan (LOG16 + LOG17 data)

The complete analysis output of all LOG17 measurements can be found on the en-
closed CD in the folder TB data/LOG17, the text file TB data/Amplitudes LOG17.txt

contains the accumulated amplitude data for all LOG17 measurements.
The LOG17 measurements were done only for the first two trains. By combining it

with some of the LOG16 data, results for 0− 5 mm with 1 mm step and for 8 mm can
be obtained. These results are in Table 3.6 with a corresponding graph in Figure 3.23.

x [mm] 1A [V] 1B [V] 2A [V] 2B [V]
0 −0.468 −0.640 −0.298 −0.445
1 −0.492 −0.711 −0.307 −0.489
2 −0.459 −0.676 −0.267 −0.487
3 −0.408 −0.655 −0.229 −0.470
4 −0.384 −0.620 −0.214 −0.462
5 −0.352 −0.588 −0.207 −0.437
8 −0.348 −0.469 −0.200 −0.333

Table 3.6: Amplitudes for x-scan measurements.
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Figure 3.23: Amplitudes for various distances from the bar edge during x-scan.

The amplitudes are decreasing with increasing distance from the edge, as is expected
due to reduced amount of photons being reflected from the edge. For the B bars
however, the x increase induces increase in amplitude at first, because it gathers some
signal escaping from the first bar. The first train produces overall stronger signal
compared to the second train thanks to the taper.

Another interesting parameter to look at during the x-scan is the correlation of am-
plitudes between the bars in a train. An example of a correlation plot is in Figure 3.24.
These correlation plots were used to calculate the correlation factors in Table 3.7 with
a corresponding plot in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.24: An example of a correlation plot for x-scan (train 1 at x = 2 mm).
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x [mm] Train 1 [%] Train 2 [%]
0 9.8 12.1
1 12.2 12.2
2 10.2 11.0
3 10.6 10.9
4 9.1 5.7
5 7.1 6.6
8 9.3 7.3

Table 3.7: Correlations of amplitudes for the x-scan measurements.
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Figure 3.25: Correlations of amplitudes for the x-scan measurements.

The correlation factor dependence on the x position in Figure 3.25 is mostly de-
creasing with increasing distance from the bar edge. This confirms that the optical
crosstalk (peaking between 4 and 5 mm) does not cause an increase of the correlation,
on the contrary the more optical crosstalk, the less correlation we observe.

Figure 3.26: The charge sharing mechanism within the MCP-PMT.

Another source of correlation must be considered, especially within the PMT and
the electronics. An important potential source of a crosstalk inducing a correlation
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is the charge-sharing within the MCP-PMT. The charge sharing can occur, when the
photon hits the photomultiplier near the edge of a channel, as explained in Figure 3.26.
Some of the generated electrons can impact the neighbouring channel, inducing corre-
lations. This effect can be mitigated by reducing the anode gap. The final ToF detector
will be using an MCP-PMT with this modification.

The x-scan measurements are an opportunity to examine the stability of the PMT
signal. A comparison between the signal amplitude and the signal area can reveal
potential signal shape changes. This comparison for train 1 is in Figure 3.27. As can
be seen, there is a near perfect correlation between the signal amplitude and the signal
area, even when data from both bars are combined. Therefore there are no significant
changes in the PMT response shape that could affect the measurements.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of the signal amplitude and the signal area during x-scan.

3.4.5 Analysis of the LOG24 data (CFG2)

The complete analysis output of all LOG24 measurements can be found on the en-
closed CD in the folder TB data/LOG24, the text file TB data/Amplitudes LOG24.txt

contains the accumulated amplitude data for all LOG24 measurements.
The LOG24 measurements were acquired in the configuration 2, where the B bars

were moved one channel further from the A bars, creating a gap. While they are
not exactly equivalent to the final ToF bars due to the overlapping bar edge, these
measurements can be used for evaluation of the correlation between the bars in a train
that are not directly neighbouring and comparison with the LOG16 measurements.

The LOG24 measurements were taken with 300 mV/div scale on the oscilloscope,
so only a subset of the measurements from LOG16 with the same scale setting is used
for the comparison.

From the edge measurements, this is only the train 4. The amplitude comparison is
in Table 3.8. Compared to the considerable increase in amplitude in the second bar in
configuration 1, the amplitude in the second bar for configuration 2 is almost the same
as in the first one. This is caused by the missing optical crosstalk. By comparing the
correlation factors for amplitudes of the bars, in CFG1 there is a very slight correlation
of 10.7 %, while in CFG2 the correlation factor is −4.0 % (anticorrelation).
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configuration 4A 4B
1 -0.3911 -0.6503
2 -0.2420 -0.2757

Table 3.8: Comparison of the CFG1 and CFG2 edge measurements for train 4.

A comparison of the 5 mm measurements is possible for the trains 3 and 4. The
results in Table 3.9 are very similar to the edge measurements – the second bar does
not receive any additional signal due to the optical crosstalk in case of CFG2, resulting
in much more similar amplitudes compared to the first bar. The correlation factors are
in Table 3.10, the CFG2 has less correlation, even dropping into anticorrelation. This
is due to the gap, which prevents charge sharing from producing any correlation as in
case of the neighbouring channels.

configuration 3A 3B 4A 4B
1 -0.278 -0.532 -0.243 -0.534
2 -0.192 -0.230 -0.145 -0.290

Table 3.9: Comparison of the CFG1 and CFG2 5 mm measurements for trains 3 + 4.

configuration Train 3 [%] Train 4 [%]
1 9.8 7.7
2 -5.4 -2.9

Table 3.10: CFG1 and CFG2 amplitude correlations for trains 3 + 4.

3.4.6 Analysis of LOG25 data (high voltage scan)

The complete analysis output of all LOG25 measurements can be found on the en-
closed CD in the folder TB data/LOG25, the text file TB data/Amplitudes LOG25.txt

contains the accumulated amplitude data for all LOG25 measurements.
The LOG25 is a PMT high voltage scan performed on the edge of the train 2. The

results are in Table 3.11 with a corresponding Figure 3.28. As expected, the amplitudes
are increasing for higher HV, with both bars performing very similarly due to the gap
preventing optical crosstalk. HV = 1870 V was used for all the other runs as the
optimal voltage level.

PMT HV [V] 2A [V] 2B [V]
1850 −0.199 −0.213
1870 −0.257 −0.271
1900 −0.408 −0.409
1930 −0.576 −0.552

Table 3.11: Amplitudes of the PMT responses during the high voltage scan.
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Figure 3.28: Amplitudes of the PMT responses during the high voltage scan.

3.4.7 Analysis of the grease effect (LOG57 and LOG24)

The complete analysis output of all LOG57 measurements can be found on the en-
closed CD in the folder TB data/LOG57, the text file TB data/Amplitudes LOG57.txt

contains the accumulated amplitude data for all LOG57 measurements.
The LOG57 measurements were acquired with optical grease applied between the

bar light guide end and the MCP-PMT. This ensures a better optical signal transmis-
sion (less photons reflected by the bar end). The LOG57 measurements were how-
ever acquired with 200 mV/div oscilloscope scale, while LOG24 was acquired with
300 mV/div scale. This needs to be compensated for by a factor of ∼ 1.25 based on
the LOG16 results, allowing direct comparison.

Table 3.12: The effect of the optical grease on the signal amplitude. LOG24 was with-
out the grease while LOG57 with the grease applied. The background colour reflects
the amplitude values and the magnitude of differences between the measurements.
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The effect of the optical grease is analysed in Table 3.12. The ratio of the amplitudes
with and without the grease ranges from ∼ 1.5 up to over 3, probably depending on
the quality of the contact between the LQBar surface and the PMT with the grease
between them. The effect is very significant, the guess being that the large portion
of less directly travelling photons (with many internal reflections) is affected by the
grease the most, as the probability they will be reflected by the light guide end is
lowered. However, grease usage in the secondary vacuum inside the Roman Pot could
be problematic and the influence on the timing resolution is not very high.

It is also interesting to note that the A bar amplitudes drop when moving from the
edge to 5 mm, but the B bar amplitudes do not, because they extend much lower and
their edge is not helping near the A bar edge position in the first place. The edge effect
is noticeable on the B bars only near the edge1 (the B bar overlapping edge position).
On the edge1, no signal is in the A bars, as explained by Figure 3.6 on page 24.

3.5 Comparison of measured data and simulation

3.5.1 Crosstalk between the trains

The simulation results regarding the crosstalk between trains agree with the data. No
signal was detected in the trains not targeted by the trigger in any of the measurements
performed. The charge sharing within the PMT is not strong enough by itself to
introduce any directly measurable crosstalk signal of this kind, only pedestal was seen
in the trains not currently covered by the trigger.

3.5.2 Crosstalk between bars from a single train

The optical crosstalk between bars within a train is very strong, depending on the x
position along the radiator accounting for up to 55 % increase in the measured am-
plitude. Simulation predicts optical crosstalk up to ∼ 30 %, but other effects of the
measurement equipment like the charge sharing and crosstalk within the amplifiers
could influence the measured difference between the bars. A physical contact between
the bars can also cause the photons to reach the other bar more easily.

As predicted by the simulation (Figure 3.11 on page 28), the amplitude depending
on the x position starts dropping at larger x for the second bars in a train (Figure 3.23
on page 38). This is due to a partial compensation by the optical crosstalk building
up in the second bar.

3.5.3 The effect of the taper

The taper on the first train helps to gather more photons and guide them to the PMT.
As predicted by the simulation, the amplitudes in the first train are always higher than
for the other trains, as can be seen in Table 3.2 on page 35. The effect of the taper
on the time distribution of photon hits has no counterpart for a direct comparison in
the measurements, but together with the higher amplitude results in a slightly better
timing resolution.
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3.5.4 Signal amplitude during the x-scan compared to the
number of photoelectrons from simulation

If we presume linear response of the PMT, we can compare the number of photoelec-
trons Npe from simulation to the measured amplitudes. The x-scan measurements
provide useful changing scenario to evaluate whether there is a strong correlation of
the simulation and measurement.

The comparison is in Figure 3.29, where we can see the results are not very good.
There is some correlation for individual bars, but the different bars exhibit a different
ratio between the simulation Npe and the measured amplitude.
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Figure 3.29: The correlation between the number of photoelectrons predicted by
the simulation for the first train and the measured amplitudes during the x-scan. All
photons are accounted for by the simulation.

This can be mostly corrected by introducing a time window limitation on the in-
coming photons in the simulation. Multiple different window durations were evaluated,
see the plots in the file TB sim/xscan sim/xscan TBdata Sim comparison.pdf on the
enclosed CD. In Figure 3.30, only those reaching the PMT within 250 ps of the first
photon hit are included in the simulation. This very roughly approximates the PMT
response, where photons arriving too late no longer influence the peak. By doing this,
the behaviour of the first and the second bar are much better aligned. However, the
simulation still tends to underestimate the Npe for the second bar, which could be ex-
plained by the bars slightly touching in reality, enabling a bit more of optical crosstalk
to occur.

A realistic model of the PMT is needed for a better simulation of the measurement,
while the 250 ps window offers decent results for the moment.
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Figure 3.30: The correlation between the number of photoelectrons predicted by the
simulation for the first train and the measured amplitudes during the x-scan. Only
photons reaching the PMT within 250 ps of the first photon hit are included by the
simulation.
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3.6 A PMT response model

An approximate model for the PMT response was developed in an attempt to explain
the prevailing amplitude histogram shape with a long tail. The basic assumption is that
the voltage response amplitudes to a single photoelectron have a Gaussian distribution.
The number of photons generated in a bar follows the Poisson distribution, so the
number of photoelectrons in the PMT does too. The model (Equation 3.1) is then a
simple sum over all photoelectron counts, each represented by a Gaussian and weighted
by the appropriate Poisson factor:

p(u) =
∞∑
n=1

 λne−λ

n!︸ ︷︷ ︸
Poisson factor

1

σ(n)
e−

1
2(u−nu1σ(n) )

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gaussian

 . (3.1)

In the model, p(u) is proportional to the probability of response with an amplitude
u occurring (the model is not normalized). The individual Gaussian widths follow
σ(n) = σ1

√
n, where σ1 is the width of the single photoelectron Gaussian, u1 is it’s

mean. The λ is the average number of photoelectrons, Npe = λ.
In a real application of the model it is sufficient to sum only for n ≤ 2.5λ+ 5, with

higher n the Poisson distribution suppresses the effect of the Gaussians enough to be
negligible. An example output of the model is in Figure 3.31.
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Figure 3.32: The PMT model used to fit a real PMT response amplitude histogram.

The model can be used to fit a real measurement data as in Figure 3.32. The
fit Npe is grossly underestimated compared to the simulation, because in the reality
the photons are spread over time, while the model expects their effect to simply sum
up. The histogram shape is well explained by this model however, suggesting that the
general approach is correct.
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Summary

This thesis covers the work on simulation and data analysis of the September 2015 AFP
Test Beam measurements. The AFP detector is a detector in the forward region of the
ATLAS detector at the LHC. The measurements are meant to evaluate the Time-of-
Flight (ToF) detector, used to distinguish from which vertex in the interaction point
the incoming particle originates. It is designed to operate by measuring the time the
particle passes through with very high precision (down to 10 ps).

The ToF detector consists of fused silica bars (four trains of four bars), acting as
the active medium generating a Cherenkov radiation, which is then guided towards
and detected by a photomultiplier. This signal is then amplified and a precise timing
information is determined. A train is a series of bars that get hit by the same particle,
in theory providing four independent measurements to increase the resolution by the
factor of 1√

n
, where n = 4.

Both the simulation and the measurement data analysis focus on the raw signal
measurements, where the photomultiplier response is measured by an oscilloscope after
being amplified. However, only a subset of the detector design was tested, leaving some
of the photomultiplier channels empty.

By performing a visual inspection of the photon tracks in the simulation, the
mechanism responsible for the high optical crosstalk was identified. Monte Carlo
simulations were then performed, giving a basis for a deeper analysis of the optical
crosstalk as well as some other properties of the ToF optical part.

The crosstalk within a train was analysed and a strong dependence on the x position
of the particle hitting the detector was observed, with the magnitude of the crosstalk
peaking at 4.3 mm from the bar edge. The same edge effect that is helping a bar to
gather more photons near the end of the bar is responsible for capturing the photons
originating from the previous bars.

This crosstalk however occurs only within a train, where it does not introduce any
correlation between the bars. No optical crosstalk is occurring between the neighbour-
ing trains, which is vital for dealing with high pileup situations, when the ToF detector
would need to detect hits in multiple trains at once.

A dependence of the measured time on the detector hit position was observed
during the x-scan simulation. It is crucial that this is well understood and calibrated
for the ToF detector to perform optimally. The effect predicted by the simulation was
slightly visible in the x-scan measurement data peak times, but the timing resolution
of these measurements was not good enough to allow for a comparison with simulation
or for derivation of a precise correction. This will have to be done based on the CFD
(Constant Fraction Discriminator) measurements or after installation in the tunnel by
comparing with the tracker hits directly during low pileup runs.

The influence of a slightly different design of the first train of bars was studied,
yielding a somewhat stronger response. This design cannot be used for all trains,
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otherwise the required area would not be covered by the ToF detector. The time
distribution of the photon hits was also evaluated for both bar designs.

Analysis of the Test Beam data focused on the amplitude distributions and am-
plitude correlations, while some other signal parameters were used for the necessary
cuts.

The optical crosstalk estimate based on comparing amplitudes for bars within a
train was higher than that predicted by the simulation, possible reasons were discussed,
such as a physical contact of the bars. The amplitude dependence on the hit position
was then studied, giving fairly similar results as the simulation.

Correlations between the bars in a train could negatively influence the 1√
n

resolution

improvement. The analysis showed the amplitude correlations peaking at ∼ 12 % and
proved that the optical crosstalk was not the source of these correlations. Also the
correlation, caused mostly by the photomultiplier charge sharing effect, was not present
when a one channel gap between the bars was left. No correlation for measurements
with a gap means that the correlations worsen the resolution only for the immediate
neighbours. Therefore not too much effect on the timing resolution in the complete
detector is expected and performance close to the theoretical 1√

n
improvement could

be achieved. This effect will be further reduced by a modified photomultiplier, which
would also feature ALD (atomic layer deposition) treatment of microchannel plates,
prolonging its lifetime.

A comparison between the signal amplitude and the signal area showed a near
perfect correlation. Therefore the photomultiplier response was not changing shape
significantly, which could degrade the timing performance.

A dependence of the signal amplitude on the photomultiplier high voltage was
observed, behaving as expected.

The effect of an optical grease application between the ends of the bars and the
photomultiplier was analysed, proving that the amplitudes increase significantly, while
being very sensitive to a correct grease application. However, the timing resolution for
these measurements was not improved much, therefore this approach is abandoned for
being a possible cause of complications.

The amplitude of the measurements was directly compared to the number of pho-
toelectrons predicted by the simulation. By applying a 250 ps window on the photon
arrival times in the simulation, this comparison significantly improved, while still suf-
fering from a lack of a proper photomultiplier model, causing different ratios for the
two bars.

Finally, a rough outline of a model of the photomultiplier response was described,
providing a plausible explanation for the prevailing amplitude histogram shapes.
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List of used symbols and acronyms

c Speed of light
vp Speed of particle passing through a medium
n Index of refraction
E Energy
µ Permeability of medium
θ Cherenkov angle
r Reflectivity
ϕ Angle of incidence or refraction
x, y, z Spatial coordinates
Npe Number of photoelectrons
u PMT voltage response
AFP ATLAS Forward Proton
ToF Time-of-Flight (detector)
PMT Photomultiplier
MCP-PMT Multi-Channel Plate Photomultiplier
SiPM Silicon photomultiplier
IP Interaction Point
MC Monte Carlo (simulation)
RP Roman Pot
PAa, PAb Pre-amplifier stages
HV PMT High voltage
CFD Constant Fraction Discriminator
HPTDC High-Performance Time-to-Digital Converter
RCE Reconfigurable Cluster Elements system
CFG1 LQBar configuration 1
CFG2 LQBar configuration 2
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Appendix

Contents of enclosed CD

.:
TB_data
TB_sim

./TB_data:
Amplitudes_LOG16.txt
Amplitudes_LOG17.txt
Amplitudes_LOG24.txt
Amplitudes_LOG25.txt
Amplitudes_LOG57.txt
analysisCode
Comparison_LOG24_LOG57
GatherAmplitudes.sh
LOG16
LOG17
LOG24
LOG25
LOG57
md5s.txt
OscChannelComparison

./TB_data/analysisCode:
amplitudecutoff.cxx
amplitudecutoff.h
coparison-edge_train1_uuuu
fits_ch1.pdf
fits_ch2.pdf
fits_ch3.pdf
fits_ch4.pdf
Makefile
PedestalShape.pdf
PMT_AmpModelFit
processAll.sh
processLOG17.sh
processLOG25.sh
processLOG57.sh
rawAnalysisTB
rawAnalysisTB.cxx
rawAnalysisTB.log

./TB_data/analysisCode/coparison-edge_train1_uuuu:
LOG16.log
LOG16.pdf
LOG24.log
LOG24.pdf

./TB_data/analysisCode/PMT_AmpModelFit:
amplitudecutoff.cxx
amplitudecutoff.h
amplitude.dat
crosstalk
crosstalkTB.cxx
Makefile
out.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-PMT_AmpModelFit.log
rawAnalysisTB-PMT_AmpModelFit.pdf
TB_AmpsModelFit_5mm_train1_uuuu_Page8.pdf

tmpCrosstalkTB.pdf

./TB_data/Comparison_LOG24_LOG57:
Amplitudes_24vs57.ods
PDF_tables

./TB_data/Comparison_LOG24_LOG57/PDF_tables:
Amplitudes_24vs57_compensated-crop.pdf
Amplitudes_24vs57_compensated.pdf
Amplitudes_24vs57-crop.pdf
Amplitudes_24vs57.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16:
5mm_train1_AAAA
5mm_train1_BBBB
5mm_train1_uuuu
5mm_train2_AAAA
5mm_train2_AAAA_1900V
5mm_train2_AAAA_LV30.3V
5mm_train2_BBBB
5mm_train2_uuuu
5mm_train3_AAAA
5mm_train3_BBBB
5mm_train3_llll
5mm_train4_AAAA
5mm_train4_BBBB
5mm_train4_llll
edge_train1_AAAA
edge_train1_BBBB
edge_train1_uuuu
edge_train2_AAAA
edge_train2_BBBB
edge_train2_uuuu
edge_train3_AAAA
edge_train3_BBBB
edge_train3_llll
edge_train4_AAAA
edge_train4_BBBB
edge_train4_llll
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_barsA_amp.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_barsA_area.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_barsA_esl.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_barsB_amp.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_barsB_area.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_barsB_esl.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_trains12_amp.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_trains12_area.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_trains12_esl.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_trains34_amp.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_trains34_area.png
log16_raw_edge_cfg1_trains34_esl.png
tof100.jpg
tof101.jpg
tof102.jpg
tof103.jpg
tof104.jpg
tof68.jpg
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tof69.jpg
tof70.jpg
tof71.jpg
tof72.jpg
tof73.jpg
tof74.jpg
tof75.jpg
tof76.jpg
tof77.jpg
tof78.jpg
tof79.jpg
tof80.jpg
tof81.jpg
tof82.jpg
tof83.jpg
tof84.jpg
tof85.jpg
tof86.jpg
tof97.jpg
tof98.jpg
tof99.jpg

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train1_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train1_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
pl12_correlation.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train2_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train2_AAAA_1900V:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_AAAA_1900V.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_AAAA_1900V.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train2_AAAA_LV30.3V:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_AAAA_LV30.3V.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_AAAA_LV30.3V.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train2_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train3_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train3_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train4_AAAA:

amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train4_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/5mm_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train1_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train1_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
pl12_correlation.pdf
rangesCheck
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu.pdf
tretinySlice

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train1_uuuu/rangesCheck:
a1.pdf
esl1.pdf
pl1.pdf
pt1.pdf
tp1.pdf
vt1.pdf
vy1.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train1_uuuu/tretinySlice:

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train2_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train2_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train3_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train3_BBBB:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train4_AAAA:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_AAAA.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_AAAA.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train4_BBBB:
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amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_BBBB.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_BBBB.pdf

./TB_data/LOG16/edge_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17:
1mm_train1_uuuu
1mm_train2_uuuu
2mm_train1_uuuu
2mm_train2_uuuu
3mm_train1_uuuu
3mm_train2_uuuu
4mm_train1_uuuu
4mm_train2_uuuu
8mm_train1_uuuu
8mm_train2_uuuu
tof87.jpg
tof88.jpg
tof89.jpg
tof90.jpg
tof91.jpg
tof92.jpg
tof93.jpg
tof94.jpg
tof95.jpg
tof96.jpg

./TB_data/LOG17/1mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-1mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-1mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/1mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-1mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-1mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/2mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-2mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-2mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/2mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-2mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-2mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/3mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-3mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-3mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/3mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
LINEAR-SCATTER-CUT_processAll-3mm_train2_uuuu.pdf
NO-SCATTER-CUT_processAll-3mm_train2_uuuu.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-3mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-3mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/4mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-4mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-4mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/4mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-4mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-4mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/8mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-8mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-8mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG17/8mm_train2_uuuu:

amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-8mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-8mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24:
5mm_train1_uuuu
5mm_train2_uuuu
5mm_train3_llll
5mm_train4_llll
edge1_train1_uuuu
edge1_train2_uuuu
edge1_train3_llll
edge1_train4_llll
edge_train1_uuuu
edge_train2_uuuu
edge_train3_llll
edge_train4_llll
tof137.png
tof138.png
tof139.png
tof140.png
tof141.png
tof142.png
tof143.png
tof144.png
tof145.png
tof146.png
tof147.png
tof148.png

./TB_data/LOG24/5mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
pl12_correlation.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/5mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/5mm_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
CFG2_CF_5mm_train3_llll.pdf
NO-H2-CUT_processAll-5mm_train3_llll.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/5mm_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge1_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge1_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge1_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge1_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
CFG2_CF_edge_train1_uuuu.pdf
NO-H2-CUT_processAll-edge_train1_uuuu.pdf
pl12_correlation.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu.log
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rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu_NoCorrCut.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
CFG2_CF_edge_train3_llll.pdf
NO-H2-CUT_processAll-edge_train3_llll.pdf
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG24/edge_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG25:
edge_train2_1850V_uuuu
edge_train2_1870V_uuuu
edge_train2_1900V_uuuu
edge_train2_1930V_uuuu
tof149.png
tof150.png
tof151.png
tof152.png

./TB_data/LOG25/edge_train2_1850V_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1850V_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1850V_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG25/edge_train2_1870V_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1870V_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1870V_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG25/edge_train2_1900V_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1900V_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1900V_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG25/edge_train2_1930V_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1930V_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_1930V_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57:
5mm_train1_uuuu
5mm_train2_uuuu
5mm_train3_llll
5mm_train4_llll
edge1_train1_uuuu
edge1_train2_uuuu
edge1_train3_llll
edge1_train4_llll
edge_train1_uuuu
edge_train2_uuuu
edge_train3_llll
edge_train4_llll

./TB_data/LOG57/5mm_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/5mm_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/5mm_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/5mm_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-5mm_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge1_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge1_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge1_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge1_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge1_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge_train1_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train1_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge_train2_uuuu:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_uuuu.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train2_uuuu.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge_train3_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train3_llll.pdf

./TB_data/LOG57/edge_train4_llll:
amplitude.dat
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_llll.log
rawAnalysisTB-edge_train4_llll.pdf

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison:
AmplitudeFitValues.png
compareList.txt
compareNoAmpList.txt
edge_1A
edge_1B
edge_2A
edge_2B
histo_AorB.root
histo_UorL.root
LOG24NoGrease_Vs_LOG57Grease.txt
overlayPlotGen.C
PDFs
processCompare.sh
rootfiles
tmpHistGen.C
VoltsPerDiv_LOG16.png

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/edge_1A:
histo_AAAA.root
histo_uuuu.root
uuuu_vs_AAAA_25bins.pdf
uuuu_vs_AAAA_25bins.root
uuuu_vs_AAAA.pdf
uuuu_vs_AAAA.root

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/edge_1B:
compare.pdf
compare.root
histo_AABB.root
histo_uuuu.root

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/edge_2A:
comparison.pdf
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comparison.root
histo_AABB.root
histo_uull.root

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/edge_2B:
comparison.pdf
comparison_rescaledB.pdf
comparison_rescaledB.root
comparison.root
histo_AABB.root
histo_uull.root

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/PDFs:
diffBars
LOG24NoGrease_Vs_LOG57Grease
sameBars

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/PDFs/diffBars:
5mmAB_2Avs3A.pdf
5mmAB_2Avs4A.pdf
5mmAB_2Bvs3B.pdf
5mmAB_2Bvs4B.pdf
5mmUL_2Avs3A.pdf
5mmUL_2Avs4A.pdf
5mmUL_2Bvs3B.pdf
5mmUL_2Bvs4B.pdf
edgeAB_2Avs3A.pdf
edgeAB_2Avs4A.pdf
edgeAB_2Bvs3B.pdf
edgeAB_2Bvs4B.pdf
edgeUL_2Avs4A.pdf
edgeUL_2Bvs4B.pdf
edgeUL_3Avs4A.pdf
edgeUL_3Bvs4B.pdf

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/
/PDFs/LOG24NoGrease_Vs_LOG57Grease:
5mm-1A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-1B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-2A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-2B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-3A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-3B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-4A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
5mm-4B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-1A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-1B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-2A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-2B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-3A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-3B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-4A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge1-4B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-1A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-1B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-2A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-2B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-3A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-3B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-4A-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf
edge-4B-No_grease_vs_grease.pdf

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/PDFs/sameBars:
5mm_1A.pdf
5mm_1B.pdf
5mm_2A.pdf
5mm_2B.pdf
5mm_3A.pdf

5mm_3B.pdf
5mm_4A.pdf
5mm_4B.pdf
edge_1A.pdf
edge_1B.pdf
edge_2A.pdf
edge_2B.pdf
edge_3A.pdf
edge_3B.pdf
edge_4A.pdf
edge_4B.pdf

./TB_data/OscChannelComparison/rootfiles:

./TB_sim:
CrosstalkAnalysis_T1
CrosstalkAnalysis_T2
currentEvent.rndm
currentRun.rndm
g4_00.wrl
g4_01.wrl
g4_02.wrl
g4_03.wrl
g4_04.wrl
g4_05.wrl
g4_06.wrl
g4_07.wrl
g4_08.wrl
g4_09.wrl
g4_10.wrl
g4_11.wrl
scan.mac
vis_t1_0.1mm.mac
vis_t1_5.8mm.mac
vis_t2_0.1mm.mac
vis_t2_5.8mm.mac
xscan_sim

./TB_sim/CrosstalkAnalysis_T1:
_crosstalk_0_1mm.C
crosstalk_0_1mm.C
crosstalk.C
Crosstalk_SideView_T1_0.1mm.png
Crosstalk_SideView_T1_5.8mm.png
Crosstalk_T1_0.1mm.pdf
Crosstalk_T1_5.8mm.pdf

./TB_sim/CrosstalkAnalysis_T2:
crosstalk_0_1mm.C
crosstalk.C
Crosstalk_T2_0.1mm.pdf
Crosstalk_T2_5.8mm.pdf

./TB_sim/xscan_sim:
FirstHitTime
Makefile
scan_0-5mm.log
scan_0-8mm.log
scan_0-8mm.mac
vis_scan_0-5mm.mac
xscan
xscan_0-8mm.cxx
xscan-Sim_0-8mm.log
xscan_TBdata_Sim_comparison.pdf

./TB_sim/xscan_sim/FirstHitTime:
firstHitTime_xscan_labels.png
firstHitTime_xscan.pdf
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